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 With regard to the hybridizer model, the second edition offers a treatment of the abductions 
reported after 1985. These are the traumatic abductions that include impregnation and the birth of 
hybrid babies. This category of close encounters was virtually unknown when the first edition was 
published in 1977. It is new. It deserves focused attention. On the surface the hybridizer model 
differs from the celestial savior model. The hybridizer experience appears strictly negative, whereas 
earlier experiences with the celestial savior were either neutral or positive. A closer look at the 
hybridizer, however, will show a more intimate relationship to the celestial savior than meets the eye. 

 The third rib is a brief summary of The Peters ETI Religious Crisis Survey. This survey tests 
the hypothesis: in the event that we on Earth make contact with an intelligent extraterrestrial 
civilization, our historic religious traditions will face a crisis and collapse. This survey of self-
identified believers--Roman Catholic, mainline Protestants, evangelical Protestants, Jews, Muslims, 
Mormons, and Buddhists--shows that this thesis is not confirmed. On the basis of this survey, we 
can safely say that the majority of religious believers will put out the welcome mat for new space 
neighbors.  

 


